Academic achievement -- United States.

Blankstein, Alan M. (2013). Failure is not an option : 6 principles that advance student achievement in highly effective schools 3rd ed.. Corwin, LB 2822.82 .B611 2013

Academic writing.


Accounting


Vicente, Ma. Violeta Viray (2010). Accounting designed for non-accountants 2010 ed..
Mutual Books, HF 5635 .V662 2010

Advertising copy.

Wadsworth, HF 5825 .D820 2014

Advertising layout and typography.

Wadsworth, HF 5825 .D820 2014

Advertising.


Aeronautics -- Security measures.


Algebra, Abstract -- Textbooks.

Android (Electronic resource)

Deitel, Paul J. (2013). Android how to program International ed.. Prentice Hall,
QA 76.76.A65 .D368 2013

Application software -- Development.

Deitel, Paul J. (2013). Android how to program International ed.. Prentice Hall,
QA 76.76.A65 .D368 2013


Application software.


Applied linguistics -- Statistical methods.

Green, Rita, 1956- (2013). Statistical analyses for language testing . Palgrave Macmillan,
P 53.815 .G820 2013

Athletic trainers.

RC 1210 .P918 2014

Behavior modification.

HF 5414 .R540 2012

Bible. Prophets -- Criticism, interpretation, etc.

BM 645.P67 .Sch721 2013

Biochemistry.


Botany -- Research -- Textbooks.

Russell Jones ... [et al.]. (2013). The molecular life of plants . Wiley-Blackwell,
QK 728 .M732 2013

Branding (Marketing).

Roper, Stuart. (2012). Corporate reputation : brand and communication . Pearson,
HD 59.2 .R682 2012

Building information modeling.

TH 438.13 .B868 2013
Business enterprises -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- Philippines.

Business enterprises -- Computer networks -- Management.

Business enterprises -- Finance.
HG 4026 .L334 2014

Business enterprises -- Valuation -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Business ethics.

Business logistics -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Business logistics.
TS 155 .G798 2013

Business mathematics.

Business.

Calculus -- Testbooks.

Calculus -- Textbooks.

Capital market.
Career development.

Caterers and catering -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel Project (Mass.) -- Case studies.

Choice (Psychology).

Coaching (Athletics) -- Psychological aspects.

Coding theory.

College choice -- United States.

Combinatorial geometry.

Commercial art.

Communication -- Political aspects.

Communication in small groups.

Communicative competence -- United States.
Communities.


Computational linguistics.


Computer crimes.


Computer games -- Computer software.


Computer games -- Design.

Schultz, Charles P. (2012). Game testing all in one 2nd ed.. Mercury Learning and Information, QA 76.76.C672 .Sch82 2012

Computer games -- Programming.


Schultz, Charles P. (2012). Game testing all in one 2nd ed.. Mercury Learning and Information, QA 76.76.C672 .Sch82 2012

Computer industry -- Customer services -- Management.


Computer security.


Computer service industry.


Computer technical support.

**Conflict (Psychology).**

**Constitutional law -- United States.**

**Contracts -- Philippines.**

**Cookbooks.**

**COOKING / Health & Healing / Diabetic & Sugar-Free.**

**Cooking.**


**Corporate image.**

**Corporations -- Finance.**

**Corporations -- Valuation -- Problems, exercises, etc.**

**Crime analysis.**

**Crime scene searches.**
Crime scenes.


Criminal behavior, Prediction of -- United States.


Criminal behavior, Prediction of.


Criminal investigation -- Psychological aspects.


Criminal investigation -- United States.


Criminal investigation.


Criminal justice, Administration of -- Research.


Criminal procedure -- United States -- Digests.


Criminal procedure -- United States.


Criminal profilers -- United States.


Criminology -- Research.

Curriculum enrichment.

Curriculum planning -- United States.
Human Kinetics, GV 365 .Q29 2012

Curriculum planning.

Curves, Algebraic.

Customer relations.
Pearson, HD 59.2 .R682 2012

Data encryption (Computer science).
QA 241 .D260 2013

Data mining.
CRC Press, HF 5415.126 .P982 2012

Database management.
Routledge, HF 5415.125 .B220 2013

Database marketing -- Software.
CRC Press, HF 5415.126 .P982 2012

Decision making -- Data processing.

**Developmental biology -- Laboratory manuals.**

**Diabetes -- Diet therapy.**

**Diabetes -- Diet therapy -- Recipes.**

**Diet Therapy.**

**Diet.**

**Digital mapping.**

**Dissertations, Academic -- Authorship.**

**Dissertations, Academic.**

**Early childhood education.**

**Ecology.**

**Econometrics.**
Economics.


Ecotourism.


Educational anthropology.

Educational evaluation.

Educational leadership -- United States.
Blankstein, Alan M. (2013). Failure is not an option : 6 principles that advance student achievement in highly effective schools 3rd ed.. Corwin, LB 2822.82 .B611 2013

Educational leadership.

Educational psychology.


Educational sociology.
Educational surveys.

Educational tests and measurements.

Electronic commerce.

Electronic spreadsheets.

Employees -- Rating of.

Employees -- Training of -- Cost effectiveness.

Employees -- Training of -- Evaluation.

Employees -- Training of.

Entertaining.

Environmental economics -- Case studies.
Environmental economics.

Environmental law -- Philippines.

Environmental policy -- Philippines.

Evidence (Law) -- England.

Evidence (Law) -- Wales.

Evidence, Criminal.

Exceptional children.

Exercise -- Physiological aspects.


Exercise -- physiology.

Expert systems (Computer science).
Beynon-Davies, Paul. (2013). eBusiness 2nd ed.. Palgrave Macmillan,
HF 5548.32 .D286 2013

Export marketing.
Filipino language -- Study and teaching.


Filipino language -- Composition and exercises.


Filipino language -- Rhetoric.


Finance -- Mathematical models.


Finance -- Statistical methods.


Financial engineering -- Statistical methods.


Financial risk management.


Financial services industry -- Risk management.


Food service -- Accounting.


Forensic sciences.


Forest management.


Forest soils.

Fraud investigation -- United States.

Games -- Design.

Geographic information systems.
   Paynich, Rebecca. (2014). Fundamentals of crime mapping 2nd ed..

Geometry, Analytic -- Textbooks.

Globalization -- Economic aspects.

Graphic arts.

Green marketing.


Group relations training.

Health Promotion -- methods.

Health.
Heredity, Human.

Hospitality industry -- Environmental aspects.

Hospitality industry -- Management.

Hospitality industry -- Personnel management.

Hotel management.


HTML (Document markup language).


Human anatomy.

Human behavior.

Human capital -- Management.
Human genetics.

Human physiology.

Immunology -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Inclusive education.

Income tax -- Law and legislation -- Philippines.

Income tax -- Philippines.

Industrial management -- Environmental aspects.

Inheritance and transfer tax -- Law and legislation -- Philippines.
Valencia Educational Supply, KPM 3110 .V234 2013

Intercultural communication.

Interdisciplinary approach in education.

International business enterprises -- Management.

International business enterprises.
McGraw-Hill, HD 62.4 .In82 2013

International trade.
McGraw-Hill, HD 62.4 .In82 2013

Internet marketing.
Cario, Jennifer Evans. (2013). Pinterest marketing: an hour a day. Wiley,
HF 5415.1265 .C191 2013

Internet programming.

Interpersonal communication -- United States.

Interpersonal relations.

Interviewing.

Investments, Foreign.
McGraw-Hill, HD 62.4 .In82 2013

Java (Computer program language)

JavaScript (Computer program language).
Language and languages -- Ability testing.

Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Statistical methods.

Law enforcement -- United States -- Digests.

Leadership.

Learning disabilities.

Learning.

Macroeconomics.

Magsaysay, Ramon, 1907-1957.

Management information systems.

Management.


South-Western, Cengage Learning, HD 31 .W671 2014

Market segmentation.


Marketing -- Data processing.


Marketing -- Databases.


Marketing -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Marketing -- Mathematical models.


Marketing -- Social aspects.


Marketing -- Statistical methods.


Marketing of Health Services -- methods.


Mathematical models.

Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Audio-visual aids.

2nd ed..  QA 19.P34 .H877 2013

Mathematics -- Study and teaching.

Corwin Press, "A Joint Publication with WestEd and the Maine
Mathematics and Science Alliance" QA 11.2 .K246  2012

Mathematics -- Textbooks.


International ed.. Brooks/Cole, Sengage Learning, QA 37.3 .W184 2014

MATLAB -- Textbooks.

Chapra, Steven C. (2012).  Applied numerical methods with MATLAB for

Matroids.

University Press, QA 166.6 .G653 2012

Messiah -- Judaism.

Jason Aronson, BM 645.P67 .Sch721 2013

Metabolism -- physiology.

Kinetics, QP 514.2 T449 2012

Metabolism.

Kinetics, QP 514.2 T449 2012

Microeconomics.

Learning, HB 172 .Ar65 2014

Microsoft Excel (Computer file).

Wiley, HF 5548.4 .Sch56 2013
Minerals in human nutrition.

Mobile computing.

Motel management.

Multicultural education -- Study and teaching -- United States.

Multivariate analysis.

Natural law.

Natural resources -- Decision making.

Natural resources -- Management.

Neurolinguistic programming.

Number theory -- Data processing.

Numerical analysis -- Data processing -- Textbooks.
Nutrition -- Textbooks.


Nutrition Physiological Phenomena.


Nutrition.


Obligations (Law) -- Philippines.


Online social networks -- Economic aspects.


Online social networks -- Management.


Organizational behavior.


Organizational change -- Philippines.

Organizational change s -- Philippines -- Case Studies.

Organizational effectiveness -- Measurement.

Organizational effectiveness.

Organizational learning.
Kogan Page Ltd, HD 58.82 .H852 2013

Origami -- Mathematics.

Origami in education.

Parasitology.

People with Disabilities.

Performance -- Measurement.

Personnel management -- Case studies.
Personnel Management -- Philippines.

Personnel management.


Philippines -- Politics and government

Philippines -- Politics and government.

Philippines -- Social life and customs.

Philippines -- History -- Sources.

Philippines -- Miscellanea.
PHP (Computer program language).


Physical education and training -- Curricula -- United States.


Physical education and training -- Curricula.


Physical education and training -- Study and teaching (Secondary).


Physical education and training.


Physical education for children -- Standards -- United States.


Physical fitness -- Nutritional aspects.


Physical fitness for children -- Standards -- United States.


Physical fitness.


Pinterest.


Plant molecular biology -- Textbooks.


Plant physiology -- Textbooks.

Russell Jones ... [et al.]. (2013). The molecular life of plants. Wiley-Blackwell,
Police -- United States.
   Delmar ; HV 8031 .H463 2014

Police.
   Delmar ; HV 8031 .H463 2014

Presidents -- Philippines -- Biography.

Production management -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Production management.

Project management -- Case studies.

Project management -- Computer programs.

Project management -- Evaluation.

Project management -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Project management.


Prophecy -- Judaism.

Prophecy.

Proteins in human nutrition.

Psychology, Industrial.

Public relations.

Public works -- Massachusetts -- Boston -- Management -- Case studies.

Qualitative research -- Data processing.

R (Computer program language)
**Rate of return.**


**Recidivism.**


**Regression analysis.**


**Relational databases.**


**Reputation.**


**Retail trade.**


**Risk management -- Case studies.**


**Rizal, Jose, 1861-1896 -- Religion.**


**Sales personnel -- Training of.**


**School improvement programs -- United States.**


**School personnel management.**

**Searches and seizures -- United States -- Digests.**


**Self-perception.**


**Serial murder investigation.**


**Serial rape investigation.**


**Service industries -- Management.**


**Short stories, Filipino.**


**Short stories, Philippine (English)**


**Small groups.**


**Social Change.**


**Social ecology.**


**Social ethics.**

Social groups.


Social marketing -- Philippines.


Social marketing.


Social media.


Social networks.


Social psychology.


Social responsibility of business.

SAGE, HF 5415 .P442 2013


Social sciences -- Research -- Methodology.


Social surveys.


Soil ecology.

Soil management.

Special events -- Management.

Sports -- Physiological aspects.

Sports for children -- Study and teaching.

Statistics -- Data processing.

Strategic planning.

Student-centered learning.

Success in business.

Sustainability.

Teaching -- Research.

Teaching -- United States.
**Teaching.**


**Team learning approach in education.**


**Teamwork (Sports)**


**Terrorism and mass media.**


**Terrorism.**


**Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274.**


**Total quality management.**


**Tourism -- Marketing.**


**Tourism -- Government policy.**


**Tourism -- Management.**

Tourism -- Moral and ethical aspects.

Tourism -- Personnel management.
   Nickson, Dennis. (2013). Human resource management for the hospitality and tourism
   industries 2nd ed.. Routledge, TX 911.3.P4 .N539 2013

Tourism -- Planning.
   David L. Edgell and Jason R. Swanson. (2013). Tourism, policy and planning:

Tourism -- Study and teaching (Graduate).
   Coles, Tim. (2013). Student's guide to writing dissertations and theses in tourism studies and
   related disciplines . Routledge, G 155.7 .C679 2013

Tunnels -- Massachusetts -- Boston -- Design and construction -- Case studies.
   Greiman, Virginia. (2013). Megaprojects management : lessons on risk and
   project management from the Big Dig . John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

United States -- Census -- Methodology.

United States -- Statistical services.

United States -- Census -- Methodology.

United States -- Census.

United States -- Statistical services.


Universities and colleges -- United States -- Admission.
   need to know about getting into college 3rd ed.. Jossey-Bass, A Wiley brand,
**Vertebrates -- Textbooks.**


**Vertebrates, Fossil -- Textbooks.**


**Video games -- Design.**

Schultz, Charles P. (2012). *Game testing all in one* 2nd ed.. Mercury Learning and Information, QA 76.76.C672 .Sch82 2012

**Vitamins in human nutrition.**


**Web applications.**


**Web site development.**


**Web sites -- Design.**


**Zoology.**